Corporate boards have come under increased scrutiny in the last few years, starting with the collapse of Enron and WorldCom. The business sections of major newspapers have at times read like financial soap operas, with investors, business analysts, and Congress asking, “Where were the directors?”

The problems and concerns haven’t been limited to massive, for-profit companies. In Washington DC, for instance, the volunteer board of the capital area United Way struggled to address a 60 percent decline in its annual fundraising drive because of questionable management practices. Nonprofit boards can’t view themselves as immune from the Enron fallout.
Congress responded to the Enron debacle with the passage of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002. The law directly affects only publicly traded companies—those with registered stock. It’s designed to provide assurance to investors about the quality of corporate financial statements and senior management’s actions. However, the solutions for Enron and WorldCom will affect nonprofits because tighter accounting, auditing, and legal standards that emerge won’t differentiate between for-profits and nonprofits.

The American Bar Association sponsored an interesting program a few years back called “What Every Nonprofit Board Member Should Know.” The program focused on how to comply with today’s legal standards and suggested board “best practices.” The panelists consisted of some of the country’s leading legal authorities on the operations of nonprofit boards. Their observations and advice remain timely. The ABA panel warned, “Don’t be blindsided. You’ll be treated just like a for-profit business in any lawsuit. So get good advice to address risks and avoid problems.”

The ABA lawyers provided insights to nonprofit boards so they can assess whether they need to initiate any corporate governance changes. One panelist observed, “A good board is always tinkering. An ineffective board tends to set its course and change nothing until there’s a crisis.”

**Board Structure**

The American Bar Association’s program started with the premise that a board independent from management’s control is essential, emphasizing three key points:

1. The board chair and members have written job descriptions defining responsibilities and how they differ from senior management’s responsibilities.
2. Directors understand that their authority is derived from the board as a whole, and that individual directors have limited, if any, authority. One panelist observed, “A good board is governed by principles. A bad board is governed by personalities.”
3. The board regularly evaluates how it’s doing. Most boards do a poor job of evaluating individual board members. Sometimes it’s good to have board term limits to allow fresh thinking and to address the need for new skill sets.

**Frequently Asked Questions**

American Bar Association panelists addressed several corporate governance issues of interest to many types of boards:

- **What is the role of an honorary director?** If your organization has such directors, it’s important to define their role in writing, such as the ability to attend board meetings and participate in discussions. Make clear that honorary directors can’t be counted toward a quorum and vote, can’t be present when consulting legal counsel, and can’t obtain confidential legal documents.
- **What is the role of committees?** Committees don’t act in place of the board. Instead, effective boards control their committees. Remember, the whole board is accountable for

“Don’t be blindsided. You’ll be treated just like a for-profit business in any lawsuit. So get good advice to address risks and avoid problems.”
The duty of loyalty requires that a director act in the best interest of the organization to ensure confidentiality and avoid conflicts of interest.

Duty of Care

Legally, the duties of any director are described as “duty of care” and “duty of loyalty.” Board members’ potential liability for wrongdoing or negligence will be measured on how they carry out these duties.

Duty of Loyalty

The duty of loyalty requires that a director act in the best interest of the organization to ensure confidentiality and avoid conflicts of interest.
Every board needs a conflicts of interest policy, and every director and officer should sign the statement annually. Furthermore, if anything changes during the year that might raise a possible conflict, directors must disclose it immediately.

The conflict of interest policy needs teeth; if there’s a breach, termination from office or employment should be the likely outcome. Board minutes should note if any conflict of interest exists with a board member and how the board resolved the matter. The duty of loyalty also includes board members holding information in confidence. All discussions should be confidential to promote a candid exchange of viewpoints.

The American Bar Association panel strongly recommended that boards adopt a media policy. How should a board member respond when the local paper asks questions? What about a board member who voted in the minority about a sensitive issue? Panelists said a good board clarifies the process of handling dissension. Unfortunately, many nonprofit organizations have had unwarranted bad publicity because the board failed to address handling media inquiries.

**BOARD/CEO RELATIONSHIPS**

Many boards are amazed to learn that the CEO usually doesn’t know what the board expects of him or her. The CEO is a strategic partner of the board but is also an employee of the company. The board of directors is responsible for providing a clear list of performance objectives for the position, and they should evaluate the CEO consistent with those stated objectives. Any contract with the CEO should be a real contract, and the board should spend the time necessary to establish expectations and the relationship between the board and CEO in writing, since this contract could form the basis of a terminated CEO’s lawsuit.

**PROTECTION FROM LIABILITY**

The American Bar Association lawyers delivered a message that volunteer directors don’t like to hear: The laws that try to limit directors’ liability aren’t very helpful. Every state differs in what protection it may provide to volunteers. One key protection every volunteer should look for is indemnification and director and officer (D&O) liability insurance.

Directors need to understand what D&O insurance covers and what limits exist in the policy’s liability coverage. They must make sure areas excluded from coverage are particularly focused on the organization’s policies and procedures. Even if liability insurance may not cover a specific area, an insurance policy may pay for defending against the lawsuit—also important coverage.

Directors should also understand how long the insurance policy protects them after they leave the board. The ultimate legal protection for a director is good governance.
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